
 

The most common interview questions 

Tell me about yourself 

With a broad question like this try to highlight information that is relevant for you interview which aspect of 
your career history it’s useful for the role you are applying for. What about you character make you a good fit 
for the organization. 

Why do you want to work here?  

This is your chance to show that you research the job and the organization. What gets the company a unique 
edge over the competitors? 

What are you strengths? 

Make a list of you and others think you are good at, then think of the reasons why every item in your list is a 
strengths, finally substantial examples of where you previously demonstrated in the work path. 

What are your weakness? 

Interviews ask this questions to assets your self-awareness, but rather that give your interview a reason for not 
hire you think of the weakness that won’t affect in your ability for do the job and the strategy to management  

Why should we employ you? 

Match your skills sets with the role requirements and use examples of your previous jobs to support your 
claims. 

Always be positive and emphasise your enthusiasms for the role. 

What accomplishment are you must proud of and why? 

This is an opportunity to impressed your interview with a personal accomplishment so prepare and example 
where you made a difference you can use the start technique to help illustrated your achievement outline a 
situation, task, action and positive result. 

Describe the time when something went wrong and how you dealt with it? 

Focus in the second part of this question and use it like an opportunity to tell you’re your interview how you cop 
when things go wrong this project or goal didn’t go to plan and witch of this fail, what did you learn and how 
would you things different next time choose the example your feel more comfortable explaining and use the 
start technique to structured your answer. 

Where do you see yourself in five years’ time? 

It’s a good idea to frame your ambitions in relation with the organization you applying to work prove your 
interview that you are trust worthy  by describing how you hopping increase your responsivities rather that 
suggesting you want to had their job . 

 



What motivates you? 

There is not right or wrong answer for this question but think about how your motivation alien with the industry 
you interview in , been motive to make money its appropriate in you work finance but it may seems out of place 
if you are interview for a charity sector. Whatever you motivation is try to be honest, enthusiastic and full of 
self-belief. 

Have you got any questions? 

Your questions will prove your interesting in the interviewer and the organization, prepare a list of questions 
covering the challenges of the job, the company and what the interview likes about work in there. Stay away 
clear about holidays allowance and how much time you have for lunch   

 


